
THANK YOU 
A few thank yous to members who’ve kept us 
all busy and fit so far during the lockdown… 

• To Claire Hayhurst-Knowles, who has continued to provide the 
weekly yoga class, using ‘Zoom’ to lead the session remotely, 
while members log-in individually 

• To Geoff Turner, who has continued to provide a weekly club 
run route, for people to complete individually and at any time 
throughout the week that suits them 

• To Mike King, Nicola Morris and Carol Tsang for sorting out  
participation in the Virtual National Road Relay Championship  
5K event, which had 59 Harriers participating, at the start of  
the month 

• To Adam Dennis for co-ordinating and Sonja King for setting, 
the latest Tunbridge Wells Run Challenge on Strava, enabling 
Harriers a little internal competition 

• To Bob Lawrence and Mike Jarvis for sending out the new 
weekly training principles and plans 

Thank you all! 

INTRODUCTION 
Welcome to this latest – slightly unusual – issue of The Deckchair. 

Although the Covid-19 virus has meant a stop to racing and group running, there has still been 
some club activity (all within the government guidelines) and I thought it was worth publishing a 
newsletter, to keep everyone in touch with the club. 

If anybody has anything they would like to cover in future newsletters during this lockdown period, 
please (PLEASE!) let me know at adeigh@icloud.com 

Any book reviews, or running related programme recommendations on YouTube, Netflix etc would 
be very welcome. 

Thanks and keep safe. 

Andrew Deighton 
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‘RACE’ REPORTS 
VIRTUAL NATIONAL ROAD RELAYS (4th – 8th April) 
With the real National Road Relay Championships being cancelled, this ‘virtual’ event was created by  
Hallamshire Harrier, James McCrae and hosted by Open Track, for club runners at the beginning of April. 

More than 5500 runners entered and over 3700 competed, running an individual 5K,  
submitting their time into Open Track, who then collated the individual times into  
various team competitions, with 191 teams from around the UK participating. 

Apparently 68 Great Britain internationals participated – there were certainly some very 
fast times! 

The winners of the men’s 12 stage event were Leeds City (averaging under 15 minutes per 
runner), while Herne Hill wone the equivalent womens event. Our local friends and rivals 
Tonbridge AC finished 3rd in both ‘races’ with TWH second claimer, Harriet Woolley, been 
to the fore for the women’s team. 

In the men’s event, Billy Hobbs took advantage of the rarefied Yorkshire air in Sheffiled to 
run 16:15, just pipping Will Levett (16:18) as fastest male Harrier, with Alex Jeffreys (16:42) 
and Dan Watt (16:57) also breaking 17 minutes.  

Cathy Gill was the fastest female Harrier, breaking 20 minutes (19:43), with Pru Clements 
(21:20), Jillian Holford (21:29) and Kate Naylor (21:29) being closely bunched behind. 

In the 12 stage team events, the Men’s A team came 64th from 119, while the B team 
came 128th from 137 and the women came 20th out of 33. 

In the 6 stage women’s event, our A team came 61st from 136, with the B team coming 91st. 

The Vet men came 22nd from 83 in another 6-stage category, with the Vet women  
finishing 17th out of 53. 

Our M50 team of  Andy Howey, Simon Howden, Martin Hobbs and David Barker came 
home a fine 10th place from 43 teams but our best outcome was from the F50 team of 
Lou Hazelton, Amanda Smith, Ana Maria Green and Claire Hayhurst-Knowles who  
claimed 2nd place from 12 teams!! 

The whole event created some real buzz – both in the Harriers and across the running  
clubs of the UK – so huge thanks are due to James McCrae and the others who  
volunteered their time to make it happen, which also led to over £9000 being raised for  
NHS Charities Together. 

More details and full list of times can be seen in Mike King’s e-mail of Sat 11th April. 

CORRECTION – Club Road Race Result (1st March)  
Apologies to Cliff Gray and Rob Hill whose times were transposed in the published results. Should be Rob Hill 43:04 and Cliff Gray 43:26. 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS RUN CHALLENGE ON STRAVA 
Spring into Spring – The latest segment celebrates the important Chalybeate Spring to which Tunbridge 
Wells owes its very existence.  

Apparently (!) this segment isn’t as hilly or complicated as the March one but of course there are some hills and instruction reading required –  
otherwise it wouldn’t be the TW Challenge! 

Many Harriers are already involved but if you are not the link on Strava to the segment is: https://www.strave.com/segments/23147945  

GB International and Double Olympic Finalist Laura 
Weightman, taking flight during her 5K run in Leeds

If you would like to contribute in any way to the newsletter, please contact Andrew 
Deighton at adeighsk@gmail.com



‘STAY HOME’ GARDEN MARATHON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Lyndon Jennings spent his birthday – Thursday 2nd April – running 437 laps of his garden to complete a 
marathon in aid of NHS Charities Covid-19 appeal.  

He crossed the (washing?) line in 5 hours and 8 minutes, saying “Thank you so much to everyone for all the support. It was tough going, particularly 
towards the end, but I made it.” 

Having set an initial fundraising target of £200, at the time of going to press, Lyndon had raised over £1000 to absolutely smash it… brilliant stuff! 

NEWS DIGEST 

RUNNING HUB SUPPORTS NHS WORKERS 

David Castle at the Running Hub made 
a tremendous gesture for local NHS 
workers, with a kind and generous 
offer of 100 pairs of running shoes  
to give away. 

David said… 
“We want to help our fatigued NHS workers and  
provide just a small amount of relief in this exhausting 
fight against Covid 19. So we’re giving away 100 pairs 
of shoes to local NHS staff to help them, either in the 
workplace, or to get to their workplace. The shoes are 
brand new, older models and we have a range of sizes 
and brands to fit. We will distribute them in a socially 
responsible way, so will be opening the shop to NHS 
workers only to pick them up in three time slots during 
the week.” 

One happy key worker who was quick to put her shoes 
to good use was Maria, who posted on social media 
“Thank you very much David for the beautiful trainers. 
I will be giving them a go at the weekend, when I get 
my day off. Stay safe and thanks again!” 

While the Running Hub shop is currently closed to 
the public, they are still available for mail order and 
video/telephone consultations. They are offering 
home delivery without personal contact to comply 
with the present social distancing requirements. 

 



‘JOGGER WARS’ 
Having received a request from a Mr R Bell to remind ‘members who are out jogging’ the streets of Tunbridge 
Wells, about social distancing (a reminder was sent to members to follow the government guidelines, as 
had already been circulated) the issue of ‘joggers’ was raised again on the neighbourhood app ‘Nextdoor’ 
by a Mrs E Bell (RUNNERS – PLEASE NOTE) and covered in the Times of Tunbridge Wells (Runners should 
keep their daily distance), quoting a Richard Bell. 

There was a healthy debate on the Nextdoor forum, which largely concluded that it was the responsibility of everyone out for daily exercise (runners, 
walkers and dog walkers – even joggers) to abide by the government guidelines on social distancing. 

Having been asked to comment by the local press we stated that “We’ve reiterated the Government advice to all our members, that while out exercising 
they should keep at least the two-metre distance as they pass other people. If passing people on narrow paths, we would suggest one party stops, 
or steps aside, to allow the other to pass and if approaching from behind, to call out a warning.” 

Clearly there are pockets of anxiety and tension in the town, but the vast majority seem to be taking the view that it is not runners/joggers who are 
solely the issue and everyone has their part to play. 

I guess all we can do as Harriers, is set a good example. 

ITEM ON BBC NEWS WEBSITE – IT WAS GOING SO WELL… 

Jamie Dobson, from Dewsbury in West Yorkshire, said he had still been going out running to help ‘break up’ the day while working from home, during 
Covid -19. 

“Its good for your own mental and physical well being and good for social distancing – I’ve been keeping two metres apart from people,” he said. 

“I went out yesterday and I hardly saw anyone – it is nice and easy to keep isolated from people, plus it’s a good way to clear your head and gives 
you a positive attitude for the rest of the day.” 

The keen runner said he was taking extra precautions, such as washing his gear after every run. 

WASHING HIS GEAR AFTER EVERY RUN!!!! 

WISE WORDS FROM PRU CLEMENTS 
I know that whenever we turn up to a race, the common thread of discussion on the start line revolves 
around what injury or "niggle" we are carrying. Well, I think that this forced period of no races should be 
seen as an opportunity to get over these problem areas. 

 As runners we often think that the key to getting faster is just to run 
"more". We often are of the belief that because we run, then we must 
have strong legs, but this is often not the case. What we do have is a 
strong cardio-vascular system but our leg and core strength requires a 
different type of exercise to stay strong.  

Our strength peaks at about age 35 and then it declines over the following 
decades until we have far less muscle mass to propel our bodies forward 
as we run. The guidelines as recommended by the medical experts suggests 
that we should do strength training a minimum of two to five times per 
week. These exercises should incorporate all the major muscle groups 
but for the runner, you particularly want to focus on your core strength, 
gluteal, quadricep and calf muscles.  

A word about core strength. This does not just refer to the "six pack" 
muscle (rectus abdominus for those wanting to get technical). We are 
really interested in engaging deep core muscles that wrap around your 
torso in a transverse way and act like a "corset" for your low back.  

The benefits of a strong transverse abdominus is good pelvic posture 
during a run and a nice stable base for your legs to help propel you forward. 
Equally, it helps with minimising back pain. To switch on this muscle, you 
are imagining drawing your belly button in toward your spine. The key is 
not to do this and hold your breath as you want to be able to engage 
this muscle lightly and carrying on breathing. This does take some practice 
and there are other analogies other than drawing in your belly button. 
For those who have done pilates, you are hopefully familiar with this, as 
it forms the basis from where all exercises are then progressed. 

When you have learnt to switch this muscle on, try to be aware of it while 
running by keeping your hips up. Sometimes I use the analogy of having 
headlights on the front of your pelvis, you want your headlights to point 
straight ahead and not dipped toward the ground. Something to think 
about while running solo… 

Also, I wanted to add that the other part of good injury management is 
stretching and flexibility. We all know to stretch when we get home from 
a run… or we should, but for those of us that really feel stiff and lack 
flexibility it would be a great time to work on improving it, maybe try 
one of Claire’s yoga sessions… 

I also recommend foam rollers, massage and trigger point balls to work 
tight areas. Foam rollers are great for the quadriceps, IT band, hamstrings 
and calf muscles. Trigger point balls can be great for niggly areas in the 
gluts. For those not sure what to do. Place the massage ball in the tender 
spot and move it around so that it relieves the tension, two to five 
minutes should be enough.  

Not sure where to purchase these pieces of equipment from? The Running 
Hub has a selection, and are happy to advise, and will even deliver at 
the moment!  

A word of caution with all these exercises – don't push through anything 
that causes pain. If you are doing lunges for example and they aggravate 
your knees, stop. Maybe reassess your technique or try something easier. 
You’re meant to feel muscle ache the next day (at most) not joint pain. 
As for the exercises, there are many out there and you might have your 
favourites that work for you.  



MARATHON TRAINING ADVICE… FROM 1909  
For all those Harriers who were aiming for a spring 
marathon and are now refocused on (hopefully) running 
their race in the autumn, this book, published  in 1909, 
should be required reading for excellent training tips… 

Chapter VII: Marathon Running, advises: 

“in training for a long journey, the principle item is walking. Get out for a 16 
mile walk, three or four times a week and walk at a good steady four and a 
half miles an hour pace. On the other days, go eight miles only at five miles 
per hour pace, saving one day for a steady run of 16 miles.” 

Chapter IX: General Training Hints, includes the following:  

“Get a rope and skip every other day and skip fast, keeping going for  
20-30 minutes. This exercise will prevent you becoming stiff and muscle 
bound and is as invaluable to the running man (!) as the boxer, as both 
need to be smart on their toes and keep going without becoming leg weary.  

Unless one is really fagged out, it isn’t a bad plan to consider this at the 
end of every training practice, before going off home. 

Otherwise, it should be put in during the morning, at an odd time, just 
to prevent one’s legs going too slack.” 

Wise words indeed! 

 



MEMBER PROFILES 
Our latest profile is on the most recent member to break a 
club record – Gem Stilliard, who set a new 20 mile F40 best  
at Lydd last month. 

Name – Gem Stilliard 

TWH member since – August 2018, after been brought along by Rose Sawyer 

Age category – F40 

Current shoe brand(s) – Brooks – I love them! 

Favourite race – Tunbridge Wells Half – gutted not to run it this year. I do like Lydd too, 
as I seem to run well there 

Favourite parkrun – I’ve only done a few but I do like Bedgebury 

Best running experience – seeing all the Harriers support at last years Brighton Marathon, 
especially on the front, seeing Geoff, Carol and Simon at 23 miles – absolutely awesome! 
And obviously running a GFA time! 

Running hero – Paula Radcliffe 

Road or XC/Trail? – Road! Although I did enjoy the trail and hash routes the club did 
in the summer last year 

Favourite training run or session? – I am fairly new to running and do always love 
Wednesday club night. But since last November I have been trying out some track 
training and I do love it! 

Running ambition – That would be telling! Sub 3:30 marathon please 

When I’m not running, you’ll find me… with my family or working 

Running book recommendation – Sorry haven’t read any. Usually read murder mystery, 
crime fiction or journals relating to my work.  

The best thing about being a member of TWH is… the support around any of the races  
I have been in. I love it, and the fact I have met some awesome people, who I am now 
good friends with – feel very lucky. 

 

BOOK REVIEW 
This month, kindly provided by Colin Timmins and we’ve got two for the price of one… 
Running Rewired by Jay Dicharry and Build Your Running Body by Magill, Schwartz & Breyer 

As an, ahem, older runner with a recent track record of injuries I’ve had a look at a couple of books that promise to 
help you find a long-term pathway to being a stronger, less injury prone runner.  

Jay Dicharry, the author of ‘Running Rewired’, is a ‘biomechanical expert’ and the book seeks to lay out his programme 
of diagnosing and correcting imbalances. That sounds great, and the book has some real insights into how the body 
works when running, along with some tests you can do to identify problems. You obviously can’t expect to completely 
self-diagnose and prescribe exercises from a book, so the intention is to provide full body workouts that will make 
you a better runner. There are two main problems. Firstly, I found the book quite confusing to follow. For example, 
after the introductions it lays out four areas the book will focus on, but then the following five(!) chapters have 
completely different names to the focus areas. The second problem is that the drills and workouts seem to require a 
fully equipped gym and the level of time that only a professional athlete could spare. It feels like there’s a lot of good 
information and exercises in this book, but it is also a missed opportunity to make those accessible to most runners.  

Some of the same ground is covered in ‘Build Your Running Body’, but this sets out to be more of a comprehensive 
guidebook for runners rather than a problem solver. The scope of this book is impressive, covering all the different 
running sessions and workouts you can do to target the different aspects of your body to improve your overall fitness 
and speed. It also goes into real detail on things like VO2 max, your cardiovascular system, nutrition and recovery, 
to name just a few, so you end up feeling much better informed about the point of mixing up your training.  
The training plans don’t seem that useful, but by that stage of the book you should feel confident setting a plan 
that will suit you – and certainly the pace guides are helpful for different training sessions based on your current 
5k pace. Most runners would probably find it an interesting and insightful read – just in case you’ve got some time 
on your hands at the moment… 

Gem at one of her favourite races, Lydd 20



A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE…  
MARATHONS FROM THE TWH ARCHIVES

Couples that run together… Peter & Stella Richardson at London 2012 Can you spot George Harris enjoying London 2013?

Ana-Maria Green setting off in London 2014 Hayley Larkin flying at Brighton 2015



Lucille Joannes looking fresh at Blackfriars at London 2016 Simon ‘thousand mile stare’ Holford enjoys a day at the seaside, Brighton 2017

Andy Joad at London 2018 Jane Roome pleased to see Harrier supporters at Brighton 2019


